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Abstract: The characterization of poplar wood assumes a strategic position to increase the competi-
tiveness of the entire forest wood supply chain. From this aspect, the identification of wood quality
represents a primary objective for researchers and private landowners. The quality of wood can be
defined via traditional visual methods based on the experience of technicians or using traditional
tools, such as incremental drills and sound hammers. The traditional properties of these traits, based
only on visual characteristics, can outline a classification based on the macroscopic properties of
wood with the aim of defining the volume of recoverable wood. However, this approach does not
provide a good indicator of the physical or mechanical properties of wood. Mechanical tests of wood
require the felling of trees with the correlated preparation of the specimens. A different solution to
determine wood quality is based on the application of non-destructive technology (NDT). In this
context, the aim of the present study was to determine the predictive accuracy of non-destructive
analysis of the MOEd in standing trees and logs of a 22-year-old poplar clone and to examine the
relationship with MOEs in sawn specimens. This relationship was also studied at three different stem
heights. We non-destructively measured poplar trees and green logs using TreeSonic and Resonance
Log Grader and compared the results with those obtained via a destructive method using a universal
testing machine. The results showed that for clone I-214 poplar trees, the dynamic elastic moduli of
standing trees and logs were validly correlated with the static elastic modulus. These results suggest
that it is possible to evaluate the mechanical properties of poplar wood directly from standing trees
using non-destructive techniques (NDT) and that this tool can be easily used to presort material in
the forest.

Keywords: acoustic tools; wood technology; mechanical properties; quality; non-destructive testing;
stress-wave; Populus

1. Introduction

As sylviculture aims to guarantee and perpetuate the productivity of forest stands, the
commercial volume of trees, and their ecological sustainability, wood-based products are
the principal economical source used to realize these purposes. Therefore, wood quality
represents a primary objective for the entire wood supply chain. Several authors have
focused their studies on wood qualities and properties, paying attention to various aspects,
such as the influence of forest stand characteristics on physical, mechanical, and chem-
ical wood characteristics [1,2], or the practical wood implications derived from quality
characteristics [3]. Other researchers have investigated the potential of various methods
and techniques of wood quality evaluation [4–6]. Wood quality can be defined as a set
of characteristics that make woody materials economically valuable for their end uses.
For several years, researchers in wood processing industries have been constantly looking
for ways to increase the value and quantity of their products [7]; therefore, assessing wood
quality has become an important practice for forest operations [8]. With the growing
demand for wood-based products, the determination of quality and defects in the wood
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of standing trees is one of the most important operations in forestry management and
forest product industries [9]. The importance of measuring wood properties has been
discussed in several studies [3,10,11], which have highlighted the feasibility of various
methods applied in standing trees or after the felling phase. Wood quality can be defined by
the traditional visual methods based on technicians’ experience and timber characteristics
using traditional tools, such as increment borers and sounding mallets. Visual inspection
of a tree’s “body language” represents a classic means of estimating the presence of defects
and anomalies [12]. In standing trees, a circular stem, a regular growth form, and other
features are visually evaluated; after felling, visual inspection of the width and regularity
of tree rings, number and size of knots, and eccentric pith on the cross-sectional log face
occurs. Traditional appraisal of these traits, founded only on visual characteristics, can
delineate a classification based on macroscopic wood properties, sometimes permitting
definition of the volume of timber that can be recovered; however, this approach does not
provide a good indicator of the physical or mechanical properties of the wood. For example,
the traditional technique for determining wood density in standing trees is to extract incre-
ment cores from trees and measure their volume and mass of wood in a laboratory [13];
mechanical testing of wood requires felling of trees with the correlated preparation of
test specimens. These measurements are therefore slow, relatively destructive, expensive,
and time-consuming [14–16]. Therefore, the development of a fast screening method for
standing trees has always been desirable [17,18]. Non-destructive testing (NDT) technol-
ogy is a valid system of evaluation of some major wood characteristics. In the last two
decades, NDT tools have contributed considerably to the characterization of wood quality
in standing trees, cut logs, and sawn lumber [18]. In general terms, non-destructive testing
of materials is a technique for detection and evaluation of the stress that materials can
undergo (mainly physical and mechanical) without failure or changes in their overall
characteristics [19]. Pioneering studies on non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques in
wood technology are numerous and have been used to define their capability of predicting
the intrinsic wood properties of individual trees and assessing wood quality at the stand
and forest scale. Wood quality can be assessed by numerous techniques, such as the use of
penetrometers and drilling resistometers, acoustic methods, and imaging visions [20,21].
As reported in numerous studies, these methods are fast, easy, inexpensive, applicable
to field tests, and could be employed to improve log sorting and optimized cross cutting
of tree stems to achieve optimal industrial use [22,23]. These technologies have become
well-established as material evaluation tools, and their use has become widely accepted for
quality control in the wood industry [3,24]. The NDT techniques applied to wood differ
considerably from those applied to homogeneous materials [9,11,21]. In particular, acoustic
analysis of wood features has been executed with methods based on transit time, resonance
frequency, ultrasound, and wavelength spectral analysis [25,26]. In particular, the acoustic
approach is based on the principle of stress wave propagation, which was developed to
predict the mechanical properties and grading of timber and wood products [20,27,28] to
evaluate the strength of standing trees, logs, and lumber [29–32], as well as for silvicul-
tural management of standing trees [33–35]. In standing trees, the determination of the
propagation velocity of acoustic waves is carried out via the time of flight (TOF method)
of a generated wave with an actuator (usually one impact with a hammer) [36], whereas
in logs or lumber, the propagation velocity can be measured by stationary acoustic waves
generated with a resonance method through spectral analysis [36,37]. Wave propagation
in wood is a dynamic process that is internally related to the physical and mechanical
properties of wood [38]; based on this correlation, it is possible to estimate some wood
quality indicators. One of the most important mechanical properties that can be measured
by NDT methods is Young’s modulus, i.e., the modulus of elasticity, which describes the
stiffness of the material and strongly affects the acoustic properties of wood [39,40]; a high
modulus of elasticity (MOE) value indicates a high resistance of wood to deformation [41].
MOE is one of the most important properties of wood and a major determinant of potential
end-use products [2]. MOE is a measure of how much a wood member resists bending
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when a load is applied; thus, a higher MOE value indicates higher stiffness and greater
suitability for structural products [42]. Wang and Simpson [43] evaluated the potential of
acoustic analysis as presorting criteria to identify wood quality through the assessment of
the dynamic modulus of elasticity (MOEd). This parameter is well-correlated with the static
MOE (MOEs), which is measured by testing the piece to failure, with a slow process in
the laboratory involving expensive equipment that is not very portable. Brüchert et al. [44]
investigated the possibility of wood quality prediction from standing trees to sawn timber
in coniferous species, and Vaughan et al. [42] determined the correlations between dynamic
and static MOE value of small, clear wood samples. In previous studies, mechanical prop-
erties were validated by comparing them with the protocols envisaged by national and
international standards, revealing a correlation between various methods and indicating
a degree of accuracy between static bending and acoustic measurements [45]. However,
all of these non-destructive methodologies must be supported by real values in order to
guarantee the accuracy of the data obtained, and it is necessary to apply the dataset of these
correlations (MOEd vs. MOEs) to more commercial wood trees.

Among the numerous and important species worldwide, the poplar represents one
of the most important commercial wood species. The Populus species promotes local
economic sustainable development based on the processing and use of wood resources,
and the poplar wood industry chain represents a competitive bioeconomy worldwide.
The widespread planting of poplars in Europe and throughout the world is primarily due
to its rapid growth and adaptability to a range of soil and climate conditions [29]. For
this reason, several studies have been conducted in recent years to characterize poplar
wood, such as in terms of density, compliance coefficients [45], acoustic emission and
propagation [46,47], and modulus od elasticity (MOE) [48,49] from standing trees using
acoustic waves, also considering some parameters that affect wood characteristics, e.g.,
stand location, clones, season [50], or timber size [51]; however, only a few studies have
tested the predictive accuracy of MOE until failure of the wood extracted from the same
trees [52,53]. In Iran, Madhoushi and Daneshvar [9] found a correlation between the
MOEd and the MOEs in sawn wood and standing trees of eastern cottonwood (Populus
deltoides). In Spain, Gallego et al. [52] and Casado et al. [51] showed high values of the
linear regression coefficients between non-destructive and destructive methods in young
plantations of clone I-214 (Populus× euroamericana (Dode) Guinier) using an oscilloscope for
standing trees and logs [52] and longitudinal vibrations on poplar lumbers [51]. In China,
Zhou et al. [54] tested a resonance tool to sort Chinese poplar (I-72) logs for laminated
veneer lumber products, finding a strong correlation between resonance-based acoustic
velocities and dynamic MOE.

However, there is still a significant lack of knowledge regarding the predictive accuracy
of modulus of elasticity of poplar clone I-214; therefore, the aim of this study was to
determine, by non-destructive analysis, the MOEd in standing trees and logs of the 20-year-
old poplar clone I-214 and to examine the relationship with the MOEs in sawn specimens.
This relationship was also studied at three stem heights, from base to top. No previous
studies have been conducted with respect to the application of NDT stress waves in
standing trees and logs in Italy; consequently, a further goal of this study was to incorporate,
encourage, and expand these methods for forest management and wood technology in
poplar species.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Description of the Site

The poplar trees used in this study were selected in an area that falls within the
municipality of Francica in the province of Vibo Valentia in the Calabria region (Italy),
on private land, where traditional crops in the area were once cultivated. The area under
consideration was planted with poplar clone I-214; this choice was made thanks to the
productive and qualitative characteristics of the species. The site extends over an area of
about 3 hectares (Table 1, Figure 1; 38◦36′15′′ N–16◦08′76′′ E), which is mainly flat, with
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only a slight slope in some places. The geometry used for the realization of this plantation
was 6 m × 6 m. Furthermore, the necessary pruning was carried out over the years.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the stand.

Species Populus × euroamericana

Clone I-214
Latitude (◦) 38◦36′15′′

Longitude (◦) 16◦08′76′′

Age 22
Trees per ha 400

Mean DBH (cm) 30
Mean height (m) 20.41
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2.2. Description of Standing Tree Measurement

For this study, 25 standing poplar trees were selected, and two non-destructive meth-
ods were used. The time of flight (TOF) of the acoustic stress waves was determined over
a length at 3 different heights, thus obtaining H1 (30–130 cm), H2 (130–230 cm), and H3
(230–330 cm) (Figure 2A). The TOF of the sound wave was acquired using a TreeSonic
instrument (Fakopp, Sopron, Hungary), and the acoustic velocity was determined. Before
harvesting the tree, the breast diameter and total height of the selected trees were measured.
Two SD-02 Fakopp piezoelectric sensors with a resonance of about 20 kHz were used to
obtain the velocity of propagation along the direction of the fibers and nailed to the outer-
most part of the trunk of the tree. Furthermore, according to previous works [3,31,37,55],
the sensors were always placed 100 cm from each other, and the tips were inserted 2 cm
into the wood. To obtain an adequate propagation of the longitudinal waves, the tips
penetrated the bark of the trunk at an angle of 45◦ to the vertical axis of the tree. During
field acoustic measurements, the probes were aligned within a vertical plane on the same
face [3]. For the recording, a control unit was used that received the signals generated by a
percussion hammer weighing 100 g on the upper sensor. Ten readings in the same position
were recorded for each tree, and the consequent stress wave times were then converted to
mean acoustic velocity for each tree using Equation (1):

VelTre =
d

∆t
(1)
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where VelTre is the acoustic velocity in the longitudinal direction (m s−1), d is the distance
between the two sensors (m), and ∆t is the difference in arrival time of the signal to both
transducers (s).
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2.3. Description of Log Measurements

After taking standing tree measurements, the trees were felled, and from each tree,
three logs (length 100 cm) were separated and classified into three groups: H1: 30–130 cm,
H2: 130–230 cm, and H3: 230–330 cm—as defined above. After about 3 weeks from the
felling, measurement of the acoustic velocity in the longitudinal direction on the logs
was carried out with a resonance log grader (Fakopp, Sopron, Hungary) (Figure 2B). The
resonance longitudinal velocity of the logs was calculated using Equation (2):

VelGra = 2 f L (2)

where VelGra is the acoustic velocity in the longitudinal direction (m s−1), f is the funda-
mental frequency (Hz), and L is the log length (m).

An acoustic resonance test was performed on each log; the measurement consisted
of hitting a point of the section surface of the log with a 100 g percussion hammer and
recording the response sound signal with a microphone. From the response signal, the first
longitudinal resonance frequency was obtained as the first peak of the spectrum. Based
on the frequency, dedicated software made it possible to obtain the propagation speed in
the log with greater precision. As reported by other studies [52,56], during the recording
phases of the sound wave, the log was raised from the ground at the central point so as to
reduce the damping effect of the ground and obtain a cleaner sound wave.

2.4. Determination of Moisture Content (MC), Density, and Dynamic Elastic Modulus (MOEd)

To determine the water content (MC) under green and dry conditions (12%), the
dry oven method was applied, according to EN 408 [57]. The samples were sized and
conditioned in the cell according to the regulations before being subjected to mechanical
tests. Furthermore, the mass and dimensions of the wood samples were recorded to
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determine the density. The mean value determined for wood density at 12% MC was
395 kg m−3 (±5.4).

Velocities obtained from the previous measurements (VelTre; VelGra) were adjusted to
a reference moisture content (MC) of 12% based on the works of Sandoz [58,59]. An adjust-
ment factor of 0.8% per 1% MC below fiber saturation point (FSP) was applied (Equation
(3). It is well known that the influence of MC on non-destructive testing results is much
stronger below than above the FSP. According to Sandoz [59], this influence is at least eight
times more with respect to sound velocity. A similar effect was reported by Unterwieser
and Schickhofer [60] and Rais et al. [61] with respect to longitudinal vibration. Therefore,
because green logs had an average MC of 88%, the correction was applied for a reduction
in MC from 30 to 12%. MOEd was then calculated from density and velocity, which were
previously adjusted to 12% according to Equation (4):

Vel12 =
Velu
0.8

(3)

where Velu is the velocity measured at a certain (u) moisture content level.

MOEd = ρ Vel2
12 (4)

where MOEd is the dynamic MOE in the longitudinal direction (N mm−2), and ρ is the wood
density (kg m−3). Therefore, MOEdTre was obtained on standing trees, and MOEdGra was
obtained on logs.

2.5. Determination of Mechanical Testing and Static Elastic Modulus (MOEs)

For each group (H), 50 specimens were used for the bending test in the laboratory
of Wood Technology and Forest Mechanization of the AGRARIA Department of Reggio
Calabria. The specimens were conditioned in a climatic cell at 20 ± 2 ◦C and 65% (±5%)
relative humidity (RH) to reach an equilibrium moisture content (EMC) of 12%. A four-
point bending test was performed using a 300 kN universal testing machine (METRO
COM, Novara, Italy), in accordance with European Standard 408:2010 + A1 [57]. Data
were acquired with DINA 960 XP, 4.3 version (METRO COM, Novara, Italy) software. The
supports were placed at a distance equal to 18 times the width, and the two load points
were placed at a distance from each support equal to 6 times the width (408:2010 + A1) [57].
The speed of the crosshead was 3.6 mm/min. During the test, the values of the load and
the bend were registered. A static diagram of the test is presented in Figure 2C.

2.6. Data Analysis

Statistical data analysis was performed using SPSS software version 20.0 (IBM Corp.,
Amonk, NY, USA). First, descriptive statistical analysis was carried out for the velocities of
the stress wave on standing trees (VelTre) and logs (VelGra), and of the calculated dynamic
and static elastic moduli (MOEdTre, MOEdGra, and MOEs). In particular, for each group
(H), MOEs were expressed as an average value of the 50 specimens tested in the laboratory.
Subsequently, a two-tailed linear correlation analysis was performed between the static
modulus of elasticity (MOEs) and sound stress wave velocities acquired with Treesonic
(VelTre) and Resonance Log Grader (VelGra). The same approach was applied to calculate
the linear correlation between the static modulus of elasticity (MOEs) and the dynamic
modulus of elasticity obtained with TreeSonic on standing trees (VelTre) and Resonance Log
Grader on logs (VelGra), both for the whole trunks and for the parts divided according to
the three designated heights.

3. Results

Different measurements of wood with their descriptive statistics are summarized
in Table 2. They relate to the stress properties of the acoustic wave of the static and
dynamic modulus of elasticity obtained with non-destructive and destructive instruments,
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distinguishing the data collected for the three heights of the stem (H1, H2, and H3). The
TOF measured in the same part of the standing stem and logs with the two different tools
(TreeSonic and Resonance Log Grader) were similar for all three cases. The same trend was
observed for the MOEd; the highest difference between the mean values of MOEdTre and
MOEdGra for the three heights was around 6%. Static MOE values compared to the means
of MOEd were 25%–30% higher. In general, all analyzed parameters increased, rising from
the bottom to the top of the stem. According to the tests carried out on standing trees,
starting from section H1 (30–130 cm from the ground), the average value of the acoustic
velocity detected by the TreeSonic device was 3865.15 m s−1; in section H2 (130–230 cm
from the ground), it increased by 8.8%; and finally, in section H3 (230–330 cm from the
ground), it was 4425.26 m s−1, increasing by 12.9% from the first to the third section. The
MOEd estimated by the TreeSonic followed the same trend, increasing by 17.45% and 25.5%
from the first to the second section and from the first to the third section, respectively
(Figure 3). With regard to tests on logs carried out by Resonance Log Grader, the results
were close to those obtained with the TreeSonic device for the same log subdivision (H1,
H2, and H3), as shown in Figure 2, both for acoustic velocity and for the MOEd. Finally,
even the static elastic modulus derived from the specimens of the three sections confirms
how it increased as the height of the stem increased, increasing from 8248.51 N mm−2 for
section H1 to 9091.2 N mm−2 (+9.3%) and 10,364.78 N mm−2 (+20.4%) for section H3.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the stress velocities of the sound wave (m s−1) on standing trees
(VelTre) and logs (VelGra) and of the calculated dynamic and static elastic modules (MPa). The
variables were split along the three designated stem heights (H1-H2-H3).

H N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation CV

H1

VelTre 22 3125 4556 3853.75 333.4 8.65
VelGra 22 3598 4196 3876.55 144.24 3.72

MOEdTre 22 3782.82 8040.51 5793.94 987.06 17.03
MOEdGra 22 5014.63 6820.04 5828.8 434.21 7.44

MOEs 22 6574.2 10,145.52 8248.51 909.63 11.02

H2

VelTre 22 3250 5321 4226.6 509.29 12.04
VelGra 22 3500 4500 4110.18 275.77 6.70

MOEdTre 22 4091.5 10,967.37 7015.81 1667.72 23.77
MOEdGra 22 4745.18 7844.07 6572.04 852.49 12.97

MOEs 22 7166.7 11,908.6 9091.2 1300.55 14.30

H3

VelTre 22 3828.5 5985 4425.26 719.79 16.26
VelGra 22 3900 5741 4413.18 430.97 9.76

MOEdTre 22 5677.67 13,875.37 7777.24 2740.8 35.24
MOEdGra 22 5891.76 12,767.07 7612.99 1591.12 20.90

MOEs 22 7914.9 14,958 10,364.78 2118.74 20.44

Considering the acoustic stress wave velocities and the static modulus of elasticity,
Table 3 shows the global linear correlation among the data collected during the surveys. The
sound stress wave velocities detected with the TreeSonic instrument on the entire tree were
strongly correlated with the measurements made with the Resonance Log Grader on the
logs, as well as with the results of the static modulus of elasticity. The MOEs demonstrates
a strong two-tailed correlation with a confidence interval of 0.01 both with VelGra and with
VelTre. In general, VelGra and VelTre were also strongly correlated with each other.

The same trend can be observed (Table 3) for the dynamic and static moduli of elasticity;
furthermore, the two dynamic moduli of elasticity, MOEdTre and MOEdGra, were also
correlated with each other, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.607.
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Table 3. Two-tailed linear correlation between the static modulus of elasticity (MOEs) and sound
stress wave velocities acquired with TreeSonic (VelTre), Resonance Log Grader (VelGra) and dynamic
modulus of elasticity obtained with TreeSonic (MOEdTre) and Resonance Log Grader (MOEdGra).

N VelTre VelGra MOEdTre MOEdGra

MOEs Pearson Corr. 66 0.690 ** 0.726 ** 0.708 ** 0.728 **
VelGra Pearson Corr. 66 0.627 ** 1 - -

MOEdGra Pearson Corr. 66 - - 0.607 ** 1
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

The correlations between the static modulus of elasticity and the dynamic modulus
estimated by the TreeSonic on the different height sections varied according to section. The
results (Table 4) observed in the H1 section (the bottom-most section of the tree) showed
that the MOEs was not strictly correlated with the MOEdTre, with a Pearson correlation
coefficient of 0.279, whereas section H3 showed the highest correlation index between the
two moduli of elasticity, i.e., static and dynamic (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.775).

Table 4. Two-tailed linear correlation divided by the three designated heights between the static
elastic modulus and the dynamic elastic modulus obtained with TreeSonic and Resonance Log
Grader devices.

H N MOEdTre MOEdGra

H1 MOEs Pearson Corr. 22 0.279 0.439 *
H2 MOEs Pearson Corr. 22 0.466 * 0.287
H3 MOEs Pearson Corr. 22 0.775 ** 0.759 **

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed); ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).
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As shown in Table 4, comparing MOEdGra and MOEs, the H3 section showed the
highest Pearson correlation index of 0.759 for a confidence interval of 0.01. Figure 4 shows
the linear correlations between the acoustic stress wave velocities of the standing trees
(Figure 4A) and the logs (Figure 4B), as well as the static modulus of elasticity. Specifically,
the relationship between the speeds of stress wave VelTre and the MOEs had an R2 value of
0.476, whereas the correlation between VelGra and the MOEs shows an increase in the R2

value equal to 0.527. The graph highlighted in Figure 4 shows a linear correlation with R2

value of 0.501 with regard to the MOEdTre and the MOEs, whereas a slightly closer linear
correlation was observed between the MOEdGra and the MOEs, with an R2 value of 0.530.
Even if the correlation value considered in these graphs is global for the entire tree (not
subdivided by sections) it is possible to observe in Figures 4 and 5 that section H3 tended
to have higher values with respect to the dynamic modulus of standing trees and logs with
the static modulus of elasticity calculated from similar specimens.
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4. Discussion

Many factors could affect the propagation velocity of acoustic waves through wood,
such as the level of wood defects, the percentage of bark, and the relative uniformity of
the logs in the section [62]. However, as observed in a study conducted by Danilović [63],
pruned trees up to 5 m in stem height have fewer defects (knots) than non-pruned trees. The
low standard deviation measured by the TOF and resonance methods could be explained
by the thin bark and the homogeneity of the wood [46,50,63] resulting from pruning;
therefore, the dynamic elasticity moduli obtained by tests in the present research show a
small difference (3%) between the average values of the elastic modulus between standing
trees and logs.

As confirmed by the research of Rescalvo et al. [50] and Gallego et al. [52], there is a
significant correlation between the propagation velocity of acoustic stress waves of standing
trees obtained using the TOF method and the propagation velocity measured on the logs by
means of the resonance method, generally with standing tree acoustic speeds being slightly
higher (faster velocities) than those measured on logs cut from trees [20].

In general, the stress wave speed in the longitudinal direction increases slightly with
the height of the stem, as observed in this study. This trend could be justified by the higher
moisture content in the basal part of the trunk; previous studies [20,64] have reported that
humidity is one of the causes of reduced wave speeds in trees. Furthermore, these results
are consistent with previous results reported by Ishiguri et al. [65] and Madhoushi and
Daneshvar [9], who showed that the speed of the stress wave depends on the position of
the stem but also because variation in the modulus of elasticity along the stem depends on
the species [66,67]. In some species, such as pine [68], a similar trend was reported to that
found for poplar [9].

Compared to this research, Gallego et al. [52] reported slightly inferior values, possibly
because for MOE calculation, they applied a basic density at 0% moisture content (MC),
so the density used in that study was equal to 330–350 kg m−3. Regarding increasing
velocity in log wood, compared to standing trees, the relationship between acoustic velocity
and green density was defined, and the reduction in green density is proportional to the
loss of moisture and to the increase in velocity squared [8].

Furthermore, in accordance with [69,70], in this study, we found highly significant
correlations between tree velocity and the MOE of logs. Some authors [38,71] found that
there is a relationship between the elastic modulus of standing trees and logs and the static
elastic modulus of sawn timber, measuring elastic modulus in the longitudinal direction
on the standing trees. The relationship between acoustic measures in trees and logs was
very similar to that reported by Gallego et al. [52] who tested a similar clone with different
acoustic tools in the same comparative study. In other studies with similar species of the
Populus genus, the authors identified a significant correlation between static and dynamic
MOE with a deviation of 10.4% [48].

The resulting difference between the average value of the MOEs and the MOEd is
about 26%. This result disagrees the results reported by other authors. Leite et al. [72] and
Chauhan and Sethy [73] reported a higher MOEd relative to MOEs, but Hoduosek et al. [74]
reported a lower MOEd value. In accordance with the results of the present study,
Gallego et al. [52] and Hernández et al. [45] reported a static modulus of elasticity higher
than the MOEd for the same species and clone. Hernández et al. [45] observed differences
of more than 20%, on average, between dynamic and static modulus, advising caution
in predicting mechanical properties of wood based on density in Populus × euroamericana
clones at young ages. Hoduosek et al. [74] also attributed this trend to sample dimensions,
especially length [75], and opined that measured values of MOEd are mostly lower than
those of MOEs due to the relationship between frequency and sample dimensions.

Therefore, it is fundamental to correctly define the size of specimens and lumber used
in comparative tests to determine the prediction accuracy; for example, Casado et al. [51]
identified an overestimation of accuracy for medium-sized lumber and a valid correlation
for smaller wood specimens. The results of this research are therefore supported by several
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studies that showed that the degree of concordance of the velocity relationship for standing
trees and logs provides a valid support to identify mechanical properties of poplar wood.
Based on these results, the accuracy of the resonance tool was also supported and can be
used to evaluate mechanical properties after the felling and cross cutting phases on site
as a presorting activity based on wood quality. In fact, compared to the use of TreeSonic,
the Resonance Log Grader tool is faster, as its use does not require predetermination of the
physical characteristics of the wood (for example, the density); consequently, the detection
of the speeds is rapid and immediate.

Therefore, the present study provides strong evidence that both the time-of-flight
(for standing trees) and resonance acoustic (for logs) tools can provide aggregated cross-
sectional quality information.

5. Conclusions

The aim of the work conducted in this study was to determine, by non-destructive
analysis, the MOEd of standing trees and logs of the 22-year-old poplar clone I-214 and to
examine the relationship with the MOEs in sawn specimens. The purpose was to determine
the predictive accuracy of the modulus of elasticity, starting from the TOF of acoustic
stress wave (on standing trees with the TreeSonic device) and resonance (on logs with the
Resonance Log Grader tool) tools. The results showed that both non-destructive methods
applied in this study are valid for estimating the MOEd, with resulting values differing
slightly between methods, as reported, and confirming the prediction performance for
determination of static MOE. The choice of one or the other method is at the discretion
of the operator, but above all, should be determined according to the phase in which it is
decided to carry out the surveys and the products to be obtained.

Therefore, the present study supplies strong evidence that both investigated tools can
provide quality information on forest stands. The information obtained with the acoustic
techniques can be useful for the prediction of the real elastic modulus and is relevant for
adapting both the cutting models from the design of the cut itself with the use of Treesonic
and the selection of the logs, thanks to the Resonance Log Grader, by forestry companies
or sawmills. Given the variability of use of poplar wood in the production of panels or
as veneers, these NDT techniques are adaptable for selection in all segments of the forest
wood supply chain in order to facilitate and make the evaluation process more efficient.
Moreover, the information obtained by acoustic techniques may be relevant in adapting
cutting patterns to logs of lower stiffness and favoring the segregation of logs into batches
and altering the cutting patterns for lower stiffness logs in order to produce timber that
will not be rejected during the grading process.

Considered the relative ease and rapidity of applying non-destructive instrumentation
to both standing trees and logs, such a method could support foresters in determining
whether trees from a timber sale or just some part of them might be suitable for structural
products or whether they should be directed towards bioenergy, pallet stock, or other
existing, lower-value markets [42]. However, for the correct interpretation of the observed
data, sufficient knowledge of the characteristics of the investigated tree species is required
in order to understand which factors could influence the measurements. The development
of new applications for existing technologies is ongoing, with continuous advances and
refinements. In the field of NDT technologies, as well as in other fields of research, the use
of these tools requires extensive experience with testing techniques due to the difficulty in
interpreting data. Only with accurate interpretation can this technology assist in managing
wood quality, assessing forest value, and improving the timber quality of forest stands [3].
If correctly integrated into forest inventories, these methodologies allow a large number
of measurements to be carried out in the field in a short time and with a satisfactory level
of accuracy.
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Abbreviations

The following acronyms are used in this manuscript:
NDT non-destructive test
TOF time-of-flight of wave
MC moisture content
FSP fiber saturation point
MOE modulus of elasticity
MOEd dynamic modulus of elasticity
MOEs static modulus of elasticity
VelTre sound stress wave velocities obtained with Treesonic on standing tree
VelGra sound stress wave velocities obtained with Resonance Log Grader on log
MOEdTre dynamic modulus of elasticity on standing tree
MOEdGra dynamic modulus of elasticity on log
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